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The goal of this project is to write a program that allows a student of computer
science to visualize an animation of a simple sorting algorithm such as BubbleSort.

For simplicity, the program will use a hard-coded value of N = 15 or 20 for the size
of the array to be sorted. The program will generate an array of random values in
the range 0 ≤ x < 1.0, rounded to decimal places.

The program will use a Canvas panel, and each number x in the array to be sorted
will be represented by a Rectangle object of height x ×H, where H is the height

of the canvas. Each rectangle will have a width of
W

N
, where N is the size of the

array to be sorted.

Each rectangle will have a black stroke (for its Border property), and a randomly
generated solid color for its Fill property.

There will be two buttons on the user interface: one to start or resume the animation
of the algorithm, and one to pause the animation. Here is a screen shot of the
program’s interface when it starts running:

Not that there are TextBlock objects at the top of the canvas, directly above each
rectangle, and being the same width as the rectangle, displaying the array entry
that determines the height of the rectangle.

In addition, all components are contained in a GroupBox object with a border and
a header.
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Clicking the Start/Resume button will start a timer that controls the animation.
Each timer tick even will call a method called singleStep that performs a basic step
of the sorting algorithm. A single step is defined as any sequence of code that does
not cause execution of a loop, or result in the calling of recursive method in your
code. Here is what the user interface might look like if the animation is stopped
midway through the operation of the algorithm.

After completion of the animation:

A possible approach for organizing your code is to subclass GroupBox and use its
constructor to build the user interface and attach the event handlers, as shown
next:
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class Program

{

[STAThread]

static void Main(string[] args)

{

Window win = new Window();

win.SizeToContent = SizeToContent.WidthAndHeight;

win.Title = "CSC 355 Project 2: Sorting Animator";

Application app = new Application();

GroupBox gBox = new SortingGroupBox(15, 900, 400);

win.Content = gBox;

app.Run(win);

}

}

Additional details were covered in class. Let me know if you need help breaking
down the BubbleSort algorithm into a series of basic steps.

This assignment is due Wednesday of Week 5.


